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Women guaranteed equal opportunities

by John Sharp

Last June 18 the Department of Health, Education and Welfare issued Title IX, proposed regulations governing the status of women in educational institutions that receive federal funds. The proposed regulations cover virtually all public schools and to a far or in part, federally funded private institutions. Among those completely exempt are military schools and some religious schools where the regulations would be inconsistent with the religious tenets of that particular school, reported Cooper W. Wenberger, Secretary of HEW.

"Welcome back my friends...
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Adirondacks site of colloquium experiment

by Jeff Adair

Getting stung by bees, attempting to eat food saturated with stove fuel or climbing a mountain may not normally be expected one of a Wooster college colloquium course, but for the 25 freshmen who had these experiences and others before classes started, it was not an everyday class in the history of the college. Colloquium advisor Beth Lewis, of the history department describes the class as being very capable "in both writing and speaking." A class of "energetic and confident people" is another advisor's opinion.

There are 689 students to the class, dividing into 333 men (76 more than last year's), and 297 women (21 more than last year's). The combined total represents 57 percent of those who were admitted to the college. There were 18 percent more applications for this class, but early decision applications were down in number.

Acceptance was based largely on each individual's agreement to the Code of Academic Expectations, which is based primarily on the idea that "your college education is your responsibility," said Steve Grad, admissions assistant. He said the most important consideration the individual's academic work in high school. An entering freshman who perhaps was not the number one student in high school was accepted at Wooster and will probably turn out to do as well as that number one high school student. This is largely because he can pursue his basic fields of interest here rather than fulfilling requirements unrewarding to him.

The freshman class shows a wide variety of interests, Chemistry and Biology especially attracting students. History, English, Sociology, Psychology, Art, and Business Economics also have a large appeal.

Fifty-one percent of the students come from Ohio — the largest percent. Most of them live a few hours drive away.

Adirondacks

by Sarah Brown

"Interesting," "exciting," and "very able" are some characteristics given to the class of 1978 — the largest entering freshman class in the history of the college. Colloquium advisor Beth Lewis, of the history department describes the class as being very capable "in both writing and speaking." A class of "energetic and confident people" is another advisor's opinion.

There are 689 students to the class, dividing into 333 men (76 more than last year's), and 297 women (21 more than last year's). The combined total represents 57 percent of those who were admitted to the college. There were 18 percent more applications for this class, but early decision applications were down in number.

Acceptance was based largely on each individual's agreement to the Code of Academic Expectations, which is based primarily on the idea that "your college education is your responsibility," said Steve Grad, admissions assistant. He said the most important

The College of Wooster is a recipient of federal funds and being a private undergraduate institution, is not affected by the proposed admissions policies and practices.

"Separate but equal are acceptable," but one facility for one sex only is not. Neither is one club for one and one new building for another acceptable. Buildings and facilities must be open equally for all.

Also a poll must be taken annually to determine what activities are desired by each sex. Dr. Maria Sexton, professor of Physical Education here, said that the College didn't provide any money for women's varsity sports "...just a few years ago." The Women's Athletic Association provided most of the funds in the past. Today Wooster supports basketball, field hockey, tennis, lacrosse and swimming in varsity sports for women.

"Often a big movement like the Women's Lib movement, will do some things that will help women and some things that hurt," explained Dr. Sexton. The decision, she implied, is involved when men and women get together in sports. In many cases, like football or basketball, the men will take over the game. "Pretty soon there is no women's team, because the men will just take over."
Overcrowded cafeteria fails students

Dear Editor:

Our college cafeteria is not a SERVICE to the college students. This weekend it failed miserably in that task, and unless appropriate measures are taken the cafeteria will continue to fail miserably. I realize that inflation is hitting hard and Food Service is putting up a gallant struggle, I also recognize that Food Services are still too often the butt of unfair criticism. However, how Food Services can ask to be solicited to become a part of the team of some glorious cause, if it is not one of the armed services demanding me to become a man or join up and see the world (more often than not from 3,000 miles at sea), it is a radical leftist movement seeking funds to enlighten the close-minded conservatives who in turn are soliciting funds to purge us of the sick-minded radical liberals.

These solicitations are tolerable taking into account the end of the draft and the political climate in the nation. However, when one of these societies attempts to destroy half of my life I insist on becoming alarmed. To be invited to join the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) is够

Fortunately I have maintained a sufficient degree of sanity while here at the college to let this heretical group force me into early retirement. I may not be Peter Pan, but I am not 55. How they got my name I do not know, but I must be something done to stop this insanity. It appears I must form an organization for the abolition of all such organizations, I will call it the American Association of Absurd Associations (AAA). Anybody care to become a part of the team?

Hall opened until it closed, With such tedious waiting and over - crowding Food Services are no longer providing the quality services they traditionally do provide. They are just serving our food and processing as many people as possible in as little time as possible.

An answer to this dilemma: keep K-tridge open on weekends.

Rod Owen

Ed. note: In an article on page four, Mr. Reber explains possible solutions to the problem.

Pets are not toys

To the Editor of VOICE

The Wayne County Humane Society celebrated its first birthday last February. In its short existence of one year and a half, it has evolved from a small group of people concerned about neglect and cruelty to animals into an active force in our community.

It was the goal of the founders to create a healthy society where no pet is left to suffer or die without being loved and cherished. They believed in treating each animal with respect and care, and this belief has guided the organization ever since.

Over the years, the society has worked hard to establish itself as a reputable organization dedicated to the well-being of all animals. They have accomplished this by providing spaying and neutering services, offering a humane and responsible approach to pet ownership, and advocating for the protection of animals.

The organization is run by a team of dedicated volunteers who are committed to making sure that every animal in the community has a chance to live a happy and healthy life. They have worked tirelessly to raise awareness about animal welfare issues and to encourage responsible pet ownership.

In addition to caring for homeless animals, the society provides education and resources to help people make informed decisions about adopting pets. They also partner with local shelters to provide spaying and neutering services at reduced rates, which helps to reduce the number of homeless pets in the community.

The Wayne County Humane Society is a non-profit organization that relies on donations and community support to fund its programs. They are always looking for new volunteers and donations to continue their work.

This Friday, the society is hosting its annual adoption event, which is a great opportunity to meet the animals in need of a loving home and to learn more about the organization's mission. They encourage everyone to come out and support their efforts to make our community a safer and more caring place for all animals.

The society thanks everyone for their support and for helping to make a difference in the lives of our furry friends.
**New twist to film nostalgia**

by Niall W. Slater

In Roman Polanski's CHINATOWN, which should be open by now downtown, the nostalgia that is films takes a new and interesting twist. It recalls not so much the '40s but the tough grit of old noir, especially Bogart's Sam Spade.

The standard of performancce is quite good. Jack Nicholson as the private eye superbly captures the equivocal character; jaded, made cynical by his sleazy work, but with a weakness where Miss Dunaway is involved. Faye Dunaway is the most impressive performer in the group. Playing mysterious ladies in private eye films requires a delicate touch so as not to become either parody or type, Miss Dunaway avoids both to create a character of surprising depth and complexity. On the other hand, John Huston makes somewhat less of a spectacle of himself than he did at the last Academy Awards — but not by much.

I found the plot draging seriously in the middle. The running time is nearly two and a half hours; which could be endurable if sustained by more action. Nicholson is beaten up a few times, even had his nose slit, but the work of un-revealing the plot grows tedious at times. It takes a new and interesting twist. It recalls not so much the '40s but the tough grit of old noir.

**Black students 'on the move' this year**

While sitting at the B.S.A. table during Freshmen Registration, I and other B.S.A. members were continuously bombarded with the "What, why and where" questions concerning our Black Student Association. Since a surprisingly large amount of our interrogation came from upperclassmen, it became apparent that we must enlighten Wooster on a small, but very important facet of their campus. Through weekly articles in the VOICE, we plan to bring to your attention the vital role that the B.S.A. plays on this campus, keep you abreast of the many B.S.A. functions and most importantly VOICE our opinions.

You asked "What is the Black Student Association?" A Black Student once stated it best when he said, "The Black Student's Association at The College of Wooster is an organization created by the black students to deal with the cultural, political and social problems which they experience on a predominately white campus. Why a B.S.A.?" Because in unity there is strength. This year we plan to add a Black perspective to every major campus activity (we have already begun with our Black Freshmen Orientation) in addition to creating our own activities. We'll also be travelling to nearby cities and from campus to campus, broadening our Black experience. Our first stop will be Chicago, Illinois where Operation Push's Black Expo is being held. On Friday, September 27th a busload of us will be pulling off and then in every sense of the word... the B.S.A. will be on the move.

Jana R. Adams

**Bowie, Bowie**

continued from page two

David is the rebel in his own song. 'The man in the dress,' the woman in the man. 'The Hop Tramp' in all of us.

DIAMOND DOGS is full of sexual references. From the macabre cover, to a slutty plea for 'someone to share us some great Apollo,' in BIG BROTHER. This summer's Theatre Tour simply reaffirmed David's appeal. The album is in the top ten best sellers and nearly every seat sold in most locations.

The Bowie-cult is growing and the new attitude that it espouses is as healthy as it is fun. Go Getum David! They put you down. They say I'm wrong. You tacky thing. You put them on! — (Rebel, Rebel, by Bowie, Bowie)

And so the show goes on. The future may be treacherous according to the stars, but it's sure to be passionate.

---

**American Medical College Admissions Profile**

I offers a computerized analysis to assist you in more effectively assessing your qualifications and more accurately directing your medical school applications. Your MCAT scores, grade point average, college attended, state of residence, age and other criteria are used in a comparative analysis with the previously accepted class. If at the medical schools you select. Contact your premedical advisor or write A.M.C.A.P., Inc., Box 8747, Boston, Massachusetts 02114.
Raber vows to shrink weekend meal lines

by Bill Henley and Anne McCone

The severe overcrowding seen in Lowry Dining Hall last weekend will not be permitted to continue, promises Mr. H.R. Raber, new director of Food Service. If crowds do not shrink naturally over the coming weekends, they will be relieved either through the weekend reopening of Kittredge Hall or through reopening Lowry open on a continuous basis on weekends.

Mr. Raber noted that he was in the Lowry dining area during meal hours last weekend and observed conditions to be intolerable: "I think we serve good food, but not good enough to wait an hour for."

However, he warned that no action can be taken until future weekends show whether crowds actually will remain unmanageable. On one hand, last weekend—the first of the quarter—was probably atypical, with fewer people than usual leaving campus, and more outside guests coming in.

On the other hand, with more students enrolled and eating on campus, Mr. Raber believes it is quite possible that "normal" weekend crowds will still be out of hand. In that case, one of the above actions will be taken.

Mr. Raber indicated that he would personally prefer the option of continuous hours at Lowry; he is uncertain whether it would be practical or even possible to hire cooks and personnel to re-open Kittredge on weekends, however, he did not rule out the latter option.

Mr. Raber has studied under the Marriott Training Program in management and food service. He was food director at California State College, California, Pa., and spent six years with the Marriott Corporation opening public cafeterias.

When asked about other changes planned for the food service operation, Mr. Raber remarked that the door pass system has been changed to a more effective method that should not inconvenience the students. The new director also plans to employ a person to act as a dining hall hostess or supervisor. The responsibilities of this position will be to handle any problems that may arise in the dining hall and also to supervise the maintenance of the salad bar and beverage machines.

The new director of Food Services hopes for better communication between students and the food service in the future. He believes that "my first duty is to the students," and urges students with complaints or suggestions about Food Service to come to him with them right away. "I'm not a student, I may not realize what students want; I hope they'll tell me."

Knorr becomes alumni head

by Nanette Secor

An active alumnus since his graduation in 1959, Frank Knorr assumed the post of Alumni Director on September 1. Knorr, who replaces retiring Director Edward Arn, brings the job experience in both the administrative and teaching sides of education. He will be listed as assistant professor of education and hopes to work with student teachers as well as give lectures on such subjects as teacher negotiations. After receiving his M.A. in education from the University of Rochester, Knorr's career has included work with educational administration. For the past six years he has held the title of coordinator of professional personnel, school-community relations and program evaluation at Brighton Central School in Rochester, New York.

In realizing the main function of an alumni program "to maintain a creative and dynamic involvement between alumni and the college," Mr. Knorr hopes to further what he calls the outreach part of the program largely through publications. Along with the alumni magazine, WOOSTER REPORTS will bring alumni up to date on campus events. The alumni director works through two channels—the graduating classes and clubs. These clubs are based on 71 geographic areas and try to meet at least once a year with a college representative.

Knorr hopes to instigate new programs to broaden on-campus alumni involvement. A continuing education program would provide alumni with two weeks intensive study in an area of interest. Another concept is using the alumni travel program to explore educational dimensions. Qualified professors could enhance knowledge gained on such trips.

Now salary for councilmen

by Jim Kieft

Campus Council held their first meeting of the current academic year Tuesday afternoon at 4:00 in the Lowry Faculty Lounge. Rod Kennedy, Council Chairman, opened the meeting.

The first order of business was consideration of a request for a SALARY FOR THE COUNCIL CHAIRMAN, written proposal submitted by non-member Glenn Forbes called for the Chairman to receive a suggested salary of one hundred dollars per quarter. Nancy Calle questioned whether the Student Government Association had discussed the matter of paying for the Council Chairman's salary.

Carlos Singer, SGA President, responded by saying the matter had been considered last spring, but that funds were not available. The SGA, Singer said, would like to pay all the student representatives on the Campus Council, but they definitely do not presently have the money. He also questioned whether council is doing anything that is worth being paid for at this time. In discussion, it was revealed that until last year SGA paid the Council Chairman, but had voted to terminate his salary.

Several members hinted to the fact that they did not really care to receive a salary and are on the Council out of a desire to serve. However, Ken Novotny pointed out the disparity between having positions in other organizations and committees salary and the council, Peter Havholm brought the discussion to end by characterizing the matter at hand as being premature and fruitless, and calling for it first to be considered by SGA, Ken Flinnquill made a motion to the same which then passed.

The necessity of an appointee to the LCB ADVISORY BOARD was the next item of discussion. Larry Kurb, LCB Chairman, stated that under the constitution a member of the SGA cabinet to represent both the SGA and Campus Council needed to be appointed. Ken Hoover suggested that the matter be handled by the SGA with Council's approval. The Council then passed such a motion as proposed by Kurb.

Next to be considered was a request by Peter Havholm for information as to why the SGA PRESSMAN PICTUREBOOK was not ready. Carlos Singer addressed the question by admitting that a problem definitely existed and explained the delay as stemming from the late reception of the student's pictures. Singer stated that it is absurd to have the picture book coming out late in the quarter when everyone already knows everybody else. The possibility of turning the compiling of the picturebook over to the Printing Office, said Singer, will be considered.

Filling the opening left on the Visitation Committee by the resignation of Anne Luke was the fifth item of business. Upon responding to Kennedy's request for a volunteer, Meg Munson was appointed to fill the position. The special election to fill the vacancy on the Committee was also briefly mentioned. Three candidates will be voting for the job according to Kennedy.

...Last to be considered was the CAMPUS COUNCIL RETREAT, Eric Glisen questioned the value of such an outing as well as Carlos Singer, Kennedy and Munson looked favorably on the retreat, claiming that it could help the Council find some direction, and examine policies and positions. Last spring, stated the Chairman, the retreat was proposed due to the consensus that grouping to set a general direction and generate proposals would be profitable. The matter is still up for further consideration. Included in the discussion was the status of changes made last year in the Code of Conduct. The Chairman claimed that the approved changes were new on the agenda for consideration by the faculty.
Drushal proposes rebirth instead of holocaust

by Bill Henley

President Drushal officially opened the 1974-75 school year on a note of guarded optimism, assuring a Convocation audience in McGaw Chapel on September 18 that man, his society, and his educational institutions are not necessarily "coasting downhill to the end of time". In the face of prophecies of doom, Drushal still leaves room in the possibility of "The Option of a Renaissance".

Three "clear andistent themes of disaster" run through current thinking on man's future, Robert Berglund, in an INQUIRY INTO THE HUMAN PROSPECT --- one of the less cheerful items of Drushal's summer reading --- expresses the most far-reaching of these; the four "uncontrollable factors" of war, population, pollution, and expanding knowledge will ultimately combine to wipe the human race from the face of the earth.

Even if the human race survives, others claim, its current "moral malaise" will develop into fatal disease; we lose all sense of identity, purpose and values, and may finally descend to "a kind of aboriginal clawing at each other for some kind of survival".

Finally, on a "less than planetary" but still vital scale, the end of this country's colleges and universities in predicted. Loss of prestige, lack of student participation and economic woes will surely bring most liberal-arts institutions down in the near future.

Looking at this "gloomy picture," Drushal admitted, it is possible to doubt whether such "atrocities" as those of a new year, a new career or a new love remain worth it. But, he maintained, "there is a possibility that a more optimis-tic view can be justified."

We have an advantage over humanity in earlier crises, according to Drushal; as Margaret Mead has pointed out, we know something of the significance of events while they are still happening. We can find ideas of the significance of events while they are still happening, and ... this gives us an advantage."

This awareness of crises can lead to "anxiety, despair, Drushal warned. We must avoid the one solution to all the world's problems that is so simple, slick, and wrong."

"We must avoid the 'self-satisfying prophecies' which would cause society to let itself fall in the belief that such a fall is inevitable. And we must avoid the 'inefficiency of despair', the neglect of one's own duties to society in the belief that someone else will perform them."

But, if we do avoid these pitfalls, our knowledge of our situation and our ability to choose options will allow us to choose. Drushal said. "The Renaissance is rebirth of renaissance being simply a 're-vitalization' of our commitment to the present, the worth of man, and life."

We can save human life on the planet, Drushal believes, if instead of rejecting technology we can bring ourselves "to turn technology into ways of saving life rather than ways of destroying it."

The four most vital factors of Drushal's doom-sayings may be real enough but the tangible factors of human response are also real.

The dates listed for col- oum in the culture calendar for fall quarter are INCORRECT. All coloum in the following weeks listed are for the NEDAY night of the week indicated in the culture cal- oen.
Raiders' Choppa gains 222 yards

Fighting Scots trounced by Mount Union
27-7 in season and OAC opener

by Jon Hull

As the Fighting Scot football squad prepares for its traditional tough game with the Kenyon Lords, the memory of last week’s opening loss to Mount Union must bring mixed feelings. The final score saw the Scots well back of the 27-7 total, but as is so often true in college football, the score did not give a true indication of the game. A good example of this was the fact that Mount’s last eight points were about as meaningless as anything can be.

Wooster’s undoing was basically two-fold. First, they ran into a Purple Raider team which sported one game under their belt and an experienced offensive line. This added up to a brutal running attack which gained all of the Raider’s 397 yards. Mount’s Mark Choppa himself bullied for 225 yards.

2. The offensive line which was giving, overall, a good performance in pass blocking, was having great difficulty moving the tough Mount Union line for running plays. Except for a couple big runs by fullback Bob Rogers (including an exciting 50-yard blast which set up his own 4 yard TD run), the running game was going nowhere. This meant that most interceptions came during “must pass” situations.

In all, the passing attack promises to be everything the pre-season releases had promised. The running attack will probably be the subject of some work, especially attempting to give tailback Tom Hubbard some room to run.

On the defense, the Scots were hurt by too many arm tackles. That, combined with normal first game problems, and the Mount Union line which was solid and experienced, proved fatal to the traditionally solid Scot line. There were some great individual efforts on isolated plays (two TD saving tackles by John Bohannon and Paul Sarocy jump immediately to mind), but overall the Scot defense needs time to all into a unit.

Alas, too little time was allotted to prepare for these five big ones. Once the Scots seem to have drawn the tough division after last year’s 0-1 season, Baldwin-Wallace, which must rate as the pre-season choice for the division winner knocked off Wittenberg two weeks ago to end last year’s national champions 14 game win streak.

But, the OAC, possibly the toughest division III conference is so finely balanced that anything can happen. Mount Union, last year’s champ, is this year’s contender. Once the divisional play begins, there is not an easy game for any team. Injuries relegated The College of Wooster to a spoiler last year. With some luck and some good football (something that this team is capable of) this year’s team should hold quite a bit of excitement, both in each game and in the title race.

Do not, however, make the mistake of thinking of tomorrow’s game as “pre-season”. There is quite a bit more at stake here than just overall record. The Kenyon Lords have been a thorn in the side of so many Fighting Scot teams (not just football teams) that pride will be certain motivation for the Scots. Last year’s sloppy loss to the Lords at home left a bitter taste in everyone’s mouth, and there can be no doubt that Coach Pat O’Brien will have his team psyched to repay about ten years worth of Kenyon “spite”.

Wooster quarterback Dave Pandolfini scrambles out of the pocket in Saturday’s game with Mount Union. Scots lost, 27-7.
Wooster booters use their heads in taking
Calvin Invitational, now head for Oberlin

by David Koppenhaver

The Wooster soccer team participated last weekend in the Calvin Invitational at Grand Rapids, Michigan, along with Spring Arbor, Wheaton, and host Calvin. Not only did they participate, but they were Invitational Champions, with 3-0 and 2-0 victories. And, although soccer is primarily known as a game of fancy footwork, three of the five Scott goals were scored on headers. In the first match Friday afternoon, Wooster faced Spring Arbor. It was a tremendously contested affair, requiring a head shot by freshman Matt Lawrence, with 3 seconds left in the second overtime period for a Scott victory.

The Scotts' next goal came 19:30 into the first half when center forward Gary Davison rocketed a 25-foot shot into the net. Spring Arbor then retaliated with 30:12 gone in the first half.

A scoreless second half and overtime period set the stage for Lenora Garn's heroics. Calvin 15:57 of scoreless overtime timesman Kevin Kolich centered the ball on home plate for Garn, who ran through the Arbor man and flew towards Lawrence, standing alone, seven yards from the goal. He calmly headed it through for victory.

Meanwhile, Wheaton defeated Calvin 1-0, to face Wooster in the championship game. The first half ended in a scoreless tie, thanks mainly to the efforts of th 2 goal keepers.

Women swimmers look strong as drills begin

by Janet Smeltz

Wooster will be the team to beat this fall in Ohio intercollegiate women's swimming competition. Coach Van Nichols has 30 fine prospects to choose her roster from, and nine of these swimmers are returning letterwomen.

"The freshmen look good," states the optimistic coach. This week the team eyes the future, the October 12 first home meet with Denison. "We start with one of the best, and so unfortunately there is no time for a gradual work-up," Right now the women are concentrating on stroke corrections and distance swimming. Out to build up endurance, constant efforts are undertaken to cut down each swimmer's time.

Several new items are in the Scotties' schedule this year. There is a meet with Ohio University, certain to be a challenge. Another exciting addition to the season is the Invitational Small College Meet, to be held November 2. Last year the only statewide competition was in February, nearly three months after the close of Wooster's season. Six Scotties represented Wooster in that tourney. Since most schools have their women swimming during the winter, this invitational meet will be a chance for the fall teams to compete at peak times. Such a tournament also enables the Scotties to have a total team tournament experience.

An 3-0 record is quite a feat, and Coach Nichols stressed her pleasure at the support the team received from fans last year. This year has four home meets on the schedule, Denison meet, October 15 at 10 a.m.; Wittenberg, Oct, 15 at 4 p.m.; a tri-meet with Capital and Muskingum, Oct, 17 at 7 p.m., and a homecoming meet with Ohio Wesleyan, October 26 at 10 a.m.
HEW guarantees women equality

continued from page one

discriminatorily, be supported by a recipient consistent with its obligations under "Title IX," Defending the Sections on campus, as they might apply, Mrs. Doris Coster, Dean of Students, Miss Colclaser believes the issue is an interpretive one and would ultimately be settled by the courts, "You should have the opportunity to choose your societies," she said.

Title IX further states, a college cannot "apply different rules or regulations, impose different fees or requirements, or offer different services or benefits related to housing..."

The College of Wooster does generally look co-ed dorms and always locks women's dorms, but never locks men's dorms. All housing has unlimited lounge hours except for co-ed dorms and women's dorms.

The proposed regulations also prohibit discrimination of women who are pregnant or are already mothers. The proposals prohibit discrimination in employment, salary, fringe benefits and health insurance.

Title IX generally prohibits any discrimination in giving financial aid, scholarships, loans, grants or work study. The exception is that an institution may administer a foreign trust or grant that does discriminate. For example, the Rhodes Scholarship program is English and so may still be given out, though it is attended for men only.

Until October 15 HEW will accept all written recommendations and grievances from the public and educational institutions. After that date the proposed regulations will be given to President Ford for approval. Thirty days after his approval, the regulations will be come effective in their final form.

Any person who feels he or she has been discriminated against will then have 180 days to file a written complaint with HEW.

Committee planning bicentennial events

The Bicentennial Committee for the College held its first meeting of the 1974-75 year on Thursday, September 19. Formed last year to plan special campus activities for the national Bicentennial Celebration in 1976, the group met several times last spring.

Chairman John Warner reports that the general plans emphasize cultural events and creative opportunities for members of the entire College community, especially students. Another aspect under consideration is a festival or carnival with both indoor and outdoor activities.

Members of the Committee include: Dr. Warner; Donald Beane, Penelope Benson, Thomas Clareson, Brian Dyatras, Barbara Eier, William Hoffman, Solomon Oliver, Helen Osgood, and William Schreiber from the faculty; Mrs. Werner J. Banchard, trustee; Sally Patton, Barbara Sharp and President Drushal, administration; and Herbert Simons, student.

Replacement of one student who can no longer serve will be made before the next meeting, and students are also serving on sub-committees. Drs. Schreiber and Warner are also College representatives on the Wooster '76 Committee.

FLAIR TRAVEL CONSULTANTS

346 EAST BOWMAN ST.

For Your Convenience
Just Off the College Campus — For All
Your Travel inquiries
and Needs.

CALL

264-6505

HILTY GREENHOUSES
438 N. Bever St.
Wooster, Ohio 44691
(5 blocks south of Wishart)

THE ONLY PLACE TO BUY
ROOM-BRIGHTENING HOUSE
PLANTS PRICED FOR THE
COLLEGE BUDGET. WE
HAVE BONSAI TOO.

THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE BRINGS YOU
THE FINEST VALUES IN
CALCULATORS

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

TI 1500 59.95
TI 2500 44.95
TI 2510 39.95
TI 2550 69.95
TI 3500 79.95
TI 4000 119.95
S R-10 69.95
S R-11 79.95

FLORENCE O WILSON
BOOKSTORE
LOWRY CENTER

HEWLETT-PACKARD

H P-35 225.00
H P-45 325.00
H P-65 795.00
H P-80 395.00
H P-70 275.00